As a new management mode, great attention has been paid to virtual enterprise (VE). While there is much research material on risk management of VE, a relationship perspective on owner and partner performance assessment and management can bring an added dimension. The coordination of risk management in fashion and textiles (FTs) supply chain organized as a VE is studied in this paper. The aim of this study is to find proper decision mechanisms that can improve the overall performance of risk management for the whole VE as well as each member. For the risk management problem in VE, a centralized mechanism is given as the base case, and then a distributed decision-making (DDM) mechanism with incentive scheme is introduced to establish a practicable strategic partnership. Under the DDM mechanism, a relationship performance definition that incorporates the financial dimension is investigated. For the two resulting optimization problems, a particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm is designed. In the numerical examples, the study shows that the DDM mechanism with incentive scheme can improve the overall benefit of risk management beyond the centralized one. Additionally, sensitivity analysis is conducted with respect to the bonus parameter, and suggestions are made for further research.
Introduction
In the past decade, fashion and textiles (FTs) industry become one of the most rapidly developed industries. Virtual enterprise (VE) is becoming the important organized pattern of FTs supply chain. VE is defined as an organization that brings complementary individuals and interest groups together in an association in order to meet short-term objectives and exploit fast changing market trends. The essential characteristics of VE are as follows: the involvement of legally independent partners, a limited lifespan, the existence of a common mission for all participants, a focus on each partner's key competencies, and the intensive use of information technologies [1] . The virtual nature of this kind of organization results from the fact that these enterprises do not really have any actual physical existence but exist through the pooling of resources belonging to each of the partners. Typical examples of virtual enterprises are Amazon.com, which was originally a bookstore that sold exclusively on the Internet and now retails a multitude of products, and Dell Computer, the world's leading computer manufacturer. As a VE is a complex system temporarily composed of many stand-alone enterprises due to market opportunities, many factors, such as changing of price and demand, insufficient knowledge sharing, lack of cooperation among members, and weaknesses in resources, can cause risks [2] . Hence, risk management is the key problem to overcome in a VE to ensure success.
In the past, various models and mechanisms have been developed to provide a more scientific and effective way for managing the risk of a VE. Zhi (1995) [3] proposes a risk assessment method which combines the risk probability analysis with the risk impact assessment. The method incorporates various sources of risks attributed to overseas construction projects. Das and Teng (1998) [4] suggest two basic types of risk in strategic alliances: relational risk and performance risk. The alliance-making process is examined in terms of the interactive effects of resource and risk on the orientations and objectives of the prospective alliance partners. This type 2 Mathematical Problems in Engineering of alliance is similar to the VE. Grabowski and Roberts (1999) [5] identify four processes which are important to risk mitigation in virtual organizations. These processes are organizational structure and design, communication, culture, and trust. They then suggest how these processes may enhance the reliability of the virtual organizations and discuss how thoughtful the management of those attributes can mitigate the risk. Ip et al. (2003) [6] consider minimizing the risk in selecting partners and ensuring the due date of a project in a VE. They propose a risk-based partner selection model. By exploring the characteristics of the problem considered and the knowledge of project scheduling, a rule-based genetic algorithm (R-GA) with embedded project scheduling is developed to solve the problem. Karjalainen et al. (2004) [7] use a case study approach to explore the implementation of profit and risk-sharing mechanisms in a VE. Lack of a shared vision may have been the most important cause for the early decomposition of the VE. Therefore, the trust did not start to accumulate during the cooperation. This would have been imperative for the implementation of profit sharing mechanisms, because risk attitudes seemed to favor hierarchical rewarding mechanisms. Huang et al. (2008) [8] focuse on two main features of the VE, project mode and uncertain factors. They establish the fuzzy synthetic evaluation embedded nonlinear integer programming model of risk programming for the VE and present a tabu search algorithm with an embedded fuzzy synthetic evaluation for the model. Wei et al. (2008) [9] introduce the theory of fuzzy cognitive time maps (FCTMs) into modeling and evaluating trust relationships and show how relevant the inter-organizational trust is based on trust sources and their credibility. They also propose a methodology by taking dynamic nature of trust into account to analyze the evolution of trust in the VEs setting. The established cognitive map illustrates the changes of different factors and their effects on the final trusts. Chen et al. (2010) [10] design a trust-based knowledgesharing model based on characteristics of VEs and the knowledge structure model to express knowledge associated with VE activities. The proposed knowledge-sharing method provides the trust level between a knowledge-requesting enterprise and a knowledge-supplying enterprise to improve the willingness of the latter to share more valuable knowledge, ultimately increasing the efficiency and competitiveness of VEs. Huang et al. (2011) [11] develop a distributed decisionmaking (DDM) model for risk management of the VE. The model has two levels, namely, the top model and the base model, which describe the decision processes of the owner and the partners of the VE, respectively. A particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm is then designed to solve the resulting optimization problem. The result shows that the proposed algorithm is effective and the two-level model can help to improve the description of the relationship between the owner and the partners, which is helpful to reduce the risk of the VE.
Much of the existing literature focuses on identifying risk, providing risk evaluation method, and developing risk management models. Many models proposed in the literature only discuss the risk management issues in a traditional centralized structure, few develop distributed decision-making model by considering the diversity of the members and the distribution characteristics of the VE. But the models they proposed did not involve any additional way, like incentives, to improve the coordination of members in VE.
This study attempts to establish the risk management of VE by determining appropriate mechanisms of coordination and independency among members in the VE. The study differs from the existing literature in that it not only attempts to discuss the risk management issues in a functional centralized mechanism, but also investigates distributed decisionmaking ones in terms of financial incentives which, in addition to giving a higher level of coordination among all parties in the VE, maximizes the benefit of the whole VE. In view of the fact that the models of the risk management problem are considered as NP-hard, and a nonlinear with discrete variables, a particle swarm optimization (PSO) is designed. The comparative study between the distributed decision-making (DDM) mechanism with incentive schemes and the centralized mechanism is presented in the numerical examples.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, the problem of risk management in the VE is described. Assumptions and notations, centralized model, and the DDM model with incentives are given in Section 3. A PSO algorithm is designed for the resulting optimization problem, which is shown in Section 4. Numerical examples are presented in Section 5. Concluding remarks and further research are given in the final section.
Problem Formulation of Risk Management

Problem Description.
The risk management problem can be described as follows.
In an FTs supply chain organized as VE, the owner (an FTs enterprise) finds a business project consisting of several subprojects. The owner is not able to complete the whole project using its own capacity. Therefore, it has to invite partners for the subprojects. Of course, the risk management of the sub-projects is also an important responsibility of partners. The owner determines the upper bound of the budget for each subproject first. The partners who accept the budget condition will respond to the risk management of its sub-project and propose the benefit of the risk management that they need to finish according to the resources they have. The risk loss for subproject should not go beyond the value which is expected by the owner. In this process, the owner manages the risk of the entire project to ensure the success of VE, while maximizing the benefit of risk management from the entire project.
For each partner, there are several risk factors which threaten its safety. Being dealt with risk control strategies, the risk factor will be controlled by some way. There are some strategies for each risk factor. The effect of each strategy on the corresponding risk is different. Thus, the description for each risk factor and the cost of the different control strategies are different. The partner has to maximize its benefit of risk management by optimally combining these strategies, under the budget allocated by the owner. The benefit of risk management for each partner/subproject is a difference between the initial risk loss of the subproject and the risk loss under risk management. The conceptual representation of risk management in VE is shown in Figure 1 ; here a business project consisting of three sub-projects is taken as an example.
Notations and Assumptions.
For comparison purposes, the models in this study are constructed and separated according to the centralized mechanism and the DDM mechanism respectively, which are the centralized model and improved DDM model with incentives.
The following notations and assumptions are used in all the studied models. (xv) ( ): risk loss from risk factor of partner under strategy ($).
Notations
(xvi) : number of partners in the VE.
(xvii) : number of risk factor for partner .
(xviii) : probability of risk occurrence for risk factor of partner .
(xix) : number of available strategy for risk factor of partner .
(xx) 0 : budget for owner.
(xxi) : budget for Partner .
(xxii) : risk control strategy selected for risk factor of partner .
Assumptions
(1) The VE in the study consists of one owner and several partners.
(2) One partner responds to one subproject.
(3) It is assumed that the failure of risk management for each sub-project is an independent event.
(4) The impact of different risk factors on one subproject/partner is assumed to be an independent event.
(5) Generally the bonus for the partner is not-less than its activated cost.
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(7) All information referred to the risk management process is available for the owner, such as the initial risk loss and the risk loss under the allocated budget of each partner.
(8) The value of activated cost for each partner is the same.
The Centralized
Model. The centralized model views the system as one entity where there is one central planner (owner) who makes all decisions so as to maximize the benefit from the risk management of the whole system. Under this situation, a casual relationship is formed between owner and partner, but there is no mechanism to push forward their mutual trust. Each party must still be aware of the uncertainty caused by the other, such as whether the budget will be allocated correctly and on time to the partner or whether a strong enough risk control strategy will be selected to mitigate the risk by the partner.
The centralized model:
subject to
∈ {0, 1, . . . , } , = 1, . . . , , = 0, 1, . . . , .
The goal of risk management in the study is to maximize the benefit of risk management, which consists of the benefit of risk management from owner and partners. The benefit is a difference between the downsize of risk loss and the allocated budget, as shown in (1). In (2), the total budget for risk management should not go beyond the the upper bound. The cost of risk management on sub-project should be not go beyond its allocated budget; see (3) . Equations (4) and (5) are the interval and set of decision variables and , respectively.
The DDM Model with
Incentives. VE involves the coordination of independently managed enterprises/partners who seek to maximize their own profits. Although overall performance of the VE on the partners' joint performance, the operational goals may conflict and result in an inefficiency for risk management of the entire VE. Therefore, one of the main issues in risk management of VE is to find suitable decision mechanisms for coordinating the risk management processes that are controlled by owner and various partners, in order to achieve an overall maximum benefit from risk management [12, 13] .
A DDM model with incentives is proposed to enhance the relationship formed between owner and partners. In practice, mutual relationship and trustful information are hardly achieved for independent companies without any financial benefits. This should be the first step leading to the full cooperation from members in the VE. Therefore, the owner should contribute some incentives to partners as a means to make a link between them and as an aim to improve the performance of the VE as well as their own company. The decision process of risk management is described by a two-level DDM model, namely, top-level and base-level, which demonstrates the decision process of owner and partners, respectively [14] [15] [16] . The DDM model is depicted in Figure 2 , here the owner offers budget and bonus (the incentive) to partners, and the partner returns the benefit of risk management as a response.
The DDM Model. The top-level:
Mathematical Problems in Engineering   5 In top-level, the decision maker is the owner who allocates the budget to the members of the VE, including himself/herself. The owner's aim is to maximize the benefit of risk management for the whole VE; the decision variables are therefore given by ( 0 , 1 , . . . , ) . A bonus is used as an incentive, which will be payed to partners when the risk loss of the partner is not beyond the target value of the owner, see (8) . Equation (7) presents the constraint of total budget, and (9) gives the interval of the decision variables.
The base-level:
max Benefit ( , Bonus )
Subject to
cost ac = Bonus ,
∈ {0, 1, . . . , } = 1, . . . , .
In base-level, the decision makers are the partners and there are partners in base-level. Take the model for partner as an example. Partner selects the optimal combination of risk control strategies to maximize its benefit of risk management under the allocated budget and bonus, which is calculated by (10) . However, to get the bonus, the partner also needs to prepare himself/herself for reducing its risk loss and meets the owner's requirements. From this perspective, the partner has an option to pay an extra cost (activated cost) to avoid the falling, reducing its risk loss. While the current risk loss of partner does not meet the target value of the owner and the risk loss of partner under the budget and its extra effort can meet the target value of the owner, the partner will pay the activated cost to reduce its risk loss; see (12) . In this situation, the budget has increment for the partner, which is shown in (11) . In (13) , is an activated cost parameter, ∈ (0, 1), which means that the effort or the extra cost of partner has a direct proportion with the bonus. So, a bigger bonus will stimulate a greater effort. The set of decision variables is presented in (14).
Decision Variables.
There are two decision variables in the model, which are the budget for members ( ) and the risk control strategies selected for the risk factors of partners ( ). The first variable ( ) is a continuous one, and the second variable ( ) is a discrete one.
Particle Swarm Optimization
Due to the complexity of the studied models, which include a number of if-else conditions (as seen in Section 2), the problem in this study is considered as NP-hard and nonlinear with discrete variables, which is renowned for its difficulty in solving, particularly if optimal solutions are required. The two principal methods used to solve NP-hard problems are based on the enumeration method and artificial intelligence (AI). Enumeration method guarantees optimal solutions, but it is difficult to be used in some applications due to the fact that its performance does not scale well on larger problems. As a consequence, it has been enhanced with the addition of heuristics. Among various AI methods, the particle swarm optimization (PSO) has been widely used in recent years by many researchers to overcome the drawbacks of the mathematical models [17] . Therefore, PSO is selected to solve the problem in this study. The PSO was proposed by Kennedy and Eberhart in 1995, which is an optimization technique inspired by social behavior observable in nature [18, 19] .
To simplify the discussion, let = and = , hence = 1, 2, . . . , , = 1, 2, . . . , . In the following parts, the main features of PSO will be outlined.
Particle Representation.
For the continuous variable , the real number in the range [0, ], = 0, 1, . . . , is selected as a particle. Each particle represents an allocation of budget among members of VE. The representation scheme of the kth particle X = ( 0 , 1 , . . . , ), = 1, 2, . . . , PC . PC is the population size of the swarm for the continuous problem, and the population is named continuous-swarm.
For the discrete variable , the particle is composed of the binary number. Each particle represents a risk control strategies combination of its corresponding partner. A particle is a binary matrix; take the tth one for example, The row of the matrix stands for risk factors and the column stands for risk control strategies. Element ℎ is a binary number, = 1, . . . , PD , = 1, 2, . . . , , and ℎ = 1, 2, . . . , . PD is the population size of the swarm for the discrete problem, the population is named discrete-swarm, for example, a risk control strategies combination (2104); the representation scheme is 
Here "1" denotes that the strategy is selected for its corresponding risk factor. "0" denotes that no strategy has been selected for the corresponding risk factor.
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Fitness Functions.
In the two types of models, the fitness of particles is calculated by the following different fitness functions.
The fitness function for the centralized model:
Here is the fitness of particles for the centralized model. and are punishment coefficients. Here notation (⋅)
+ is defined as below,
According to the two-level structure of the DDM model, the fitness functions for the top-level and the base-level are presented, respectively.
The fitness function for the top-level:
Here is the fitness of particles for the top-level; is the punishment coefficient.
The fitness function for the base-level:
Here is the fitness of particles for the base-level; is the punishment coefficient.
Updating of Particles.
The particles are updated by different formulas for the continuous and discrete problems respectively.
The continuous problem:
Here and are the velocity and position of particle , respectively, ∈ {− , }. is the best position of particle , among its previous positions.
is the best position found so far of the continuous-swarm. is the constriction factor, which is usually fixed = 0.729. 1 and 2 are random values in the range [0, 1]. 1 and 2 are acceleration constants, which control how far a particle will move in a single iteration. The values 1 1 and 2 2 determine the weights of cognition part and social part, respectively, where their sum is usually limited to generally, 1 1 + 2 2 = 4 [20] [21] [22] [23] .
The discrete problem:
where ℎ and ℎ are the velocity and position of particle in row and column ℎ, respectively. is the best position of particle among its previous positions in dimension . is the best position found so far in dimension within discreteswarm. is the inertia factor. 1 and 2 are random values, where 1 , 2 ∈ [0, 1]; 1 and 2 are acceleration constants, their sum is usually limited to 4 [20] [21] [22] [23] .
The velocity value can be constrained in the interval [0, 1] by using the following sigmoid function [19] [20] [21] :
( ℎ ) denotes the probability of element ℎ taking 1. To avoid ( ℎ ) approaching 0 or 1, a constraint is used to limit the range of ℎ ; here ℎ ∈ [− , ]. For this problem, only one strategy will be selected for one risk factor or will do nothing with it. Considering this characteristic, in particle , strategy ℎ is selected for risk factor according to following probability:
For particle X , the position is updated by a designed process according to the characteristic of the problem (see Algorithm 1).
Termination Rule.
The maximum number of iteration is used as the termination rule. For the centralized problem, the maximum number of iteration is IC . For the two-level structure of the DDM problem, the maximum number of iteration for the top-level is IT . Correspondingly, IB is the maximum number of iteration for the base-level.
The Procedure of PSO.
The procedure of PSO for the centralized problem is shown in Figure 3 . The procedure of PSO for the DDM problem is shown in Figure 4 .
Numerical Examples and Insights
An Illustrative
Example. An example of an FTs supply chain organized as VE is built to demonstrate the proposed Begin Let particle X temp be a zero matrix, (temp) ℎ = 0, = 1,. . ., , ℎ = 1,. . ., . For = 1 to For ℎ = 1 to
Action ℎ is selected for risk factor , (temp) ℎ = 1. go to next risk factor. End Next risk factor End X = X temp . End algorithm and highlight the financial benefits from the incentive. One owner and one partner are considered in the example, so the number of members in the VE is 2, +1 = 2. Firstly, the owner has to allocate the budget to the partner and himself/herself, and the upper bound of the total budget is $1, 200, max = 1, 200. The upper bound of the budget for owner and partner is $1, 200, respectively, = 1200, = 1, 2.
The risk loss of the owner is up to his/her allocated budget, which is given by a convex decreasing function:
For the partner, there are 10 ( = 10) risk factors which have the potential to threaten its safety, and 4 ( = 4) risk control strategies are provided for each risk factor. In this example, only one of the strategies will be selected for each risk factor or will do nothing with it. The strategies are sequenced from low to high ac-cording to their effect. Generally, a stronger effect corresponds to a bigger index of the strategy. The probability of risk occurrence for each risk factor is = {0.97, 0.90, 0.77, 0.70, 0.57, 0.47, 0.30, 0.22, 0.20, 0.07}, = 1, = 1, 2, . . . , . The risk loss function is a convex decreasing function:
The parameters = {100, 200, 300, 400, 500, 700, 900, 1800, 2200, 7000}, = 1, = 1, 2, . . . , , which are set according to the values of the probability of risk occurrence. The parameter is used to describe the effect of various risk factors on risk loss; the values of the parameters are = {0.94, 0.87, 0.83, 0.73, 0.63, 0.50, 0.37, 0.33, 0.23, 0.1}, = 1, = 1, 2, . . . , . According to the specific form of risk loss function and the probability of risk occurrence, the initial risk loss for the owner and the partner is both $3, 000, initial = 3000, = 0, 1. The total initial risk loss of VE is $6, 000.
The partner has to pay for the cost of risk control strategies under its budget. The cost of the strategy is assumed to be a concave increasing function of the corresponding strategy, which is approximated by
Here the parameter is set according to the risk factors, = {0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1}, = 1, 2, . . . , . Generally, a stronger effect strategy corresponds to a higher cost and a lower risk loss. From the form of the risk loss functions and the cost functions, it can be seen that an additional cost of selecting a stronger effect strategy yields a small reduction on the risk loss, see Figure 5 . For the DDM model with incentives, a bonus $400 (bonus = 400) is taken as an incentive, when the partner reduces his/her risk loss below the target value $1, 000 (ER = 1000) of the owner. The activated cost parameter is set 0.8, so the activated cost which the partner will take is $320. Table 1 summarizes important input data used in the study.
Experimental Results
Centralized Mechanism.
The results of the centralized mechanism are used to be the base case for further improvement. As seen in Table 2 , the best computational results of this mechanism can obtain the total VE risk management benefit of $2, 410; the risk loss of partner is reduced to $1, 286.
Even though there is a causal linkage in the VE where all channels of information sharing can be established, there is no financial incentive between either parties. Owner-partner relationships have traditionally been competitive with each other in a winner-loser relationship. Without having benefit sharing, a coordination relationship would be difficult to be established. In this case, the partner does not have a high attitude to select a strong enough risk control strategy to mitigate the risk. This results in the highest risk loss as well as the lowest benefit of the whole VE's risk management.
DDM Mechanism with Incentives.
The total risk management benefits of the VE from the DDM mechanism are clearly increased from the base case as shown in Table 2 , where the comparison of the risk management benefits of the VE under different perspectives is presented. Characteristics of incentive scheme can be explained in the following manner. The owner offers a bonus to the partner when the risk loss of the partner is reduced to the target value of the owner. Under this type of the incentive, the result reveals that accepting the bonus from the owner is the best policy and yields the maximum risk management benefit of the VE, $2, 755. The benefit of risk management from the two policies is shown in Figure 6 . The risk management benefit of the VE increased 14% from centralized mechanism to DDM mechanism. In detail, the risk management benefit of the VE is a sum of the benefit from the owner and the partner. More importantly, the benefit from the owner and the partner also increases beyond their benefits from the base case, the increments are 9% and 22%, respectively. The item "benefits of partner" is only considered in the DDM mechanism, because owner and partner are taken as one in centralized mechanism. Under the centralized mechanism, the risk loss of partner is $1, 286, but in the DDM mechanism, the risk loss of partner is reduced to $733, which is less than the owner's target value $1000. It is clear that the winwin game is achieved for both parts in VE under the DDM mechanism. It would be premature to draw too many conclusions from the initial study. But as a pilot study, the research fulfills its purpose, which is to demonstrate the proposed algorithm by using PSO to compare the traditional centralized mechanism without incentive schemes and the functional DDM mechanism with incentive schemes. Although the solutions given by PSO may not always be optimal, it has proven to generate reasonably good solutions. This is far better than comparing a system with better parameter settings to another system with poor parameter settings. The two optimization problems have the same parameter settings of PSO, which is shown in Table 3 .
Sensitivity Analysis.
The results obtained from this study reveal a preliminary outline of benefits from providing incentives among partners in the VE. More experiments of this perspective are still required. This sensitivity of input parameters, as they are usually not known, is another area where further study is needed. Even though there are many variable parameters in the system, not all of them have a major influence on the outcome. Therefore, the incentive scheme (i.e., bonus) is selected to do the sensitivity analysis on the main focus of the study. PSO is used to search for accepting or rejecting the bonus; the amount of bonus in this study is always fixed at $400. By varying the bonus (−30%, −20%, −10%, +10%, +20%, and +30%) with DDM mechanism related to the bonus scheme, Figure 7 illustrates that all of these policies can still maintain their VE benefits beyond what the benefits from the centralized mechanism can offer. Figure 8 shows the variety of partner's benefit under these policies.
When the bonus is increased, the benefits of the owner and the partner are both increased. However, it is noticeable that when the bonus is increased up to 30%, the partners benefit would not increase more than the case of the 20% increment. Similarly, the owner would not be able to gain the highest benefit under the 30% increment of the bonus. This is because the objective is set to optimize the benefit of the VE (not benefit of partner), and according to the form of the risk loss functions and the cost functions, an additional cost of selecting a stronger effect strategy yields a small reduction on the risk loss. When the bonus is too high, there is less of a chance that the partner is willing to offer it since it would jeopardize his/her own benefit as well as the benefit of VE. Similarly, when the bonus is too low, there is not enough incentive for the partner to obtain the bonus, which is also difficult to reduce the risk loss to the target value for the partner. As a result, it is back to the base case where the partner will not select strong enough strategies under the fixed allocated budget.
Conclusions
The strategic partnerships among the members in an FTs supply chain, which is organized as a VE, are essential for improving the performance and responsiveness of the VE. Coordination among the members of VE is a potential way to establish a strategic partnership. However, under conflicting interests among members from different companies, such coordination is not easily implemented. This paper introduced a DDM mechanism with incentive schemes in forming the coordination. The DDM model with incentive schemes has been identified and put into comparison with the centralized one. The simulation results show that appropriate decision mechanism can allow the VE to achieve the best performance (the highest benefit of risk management) and establish a practicable strategic partnership. Besides the FTs supply chain organized as VE, the proposed DDM mechanism is also very useful for other industry supply chains which can be organized as VEs. There are also several areas for further research. First, it is assumed that all information refers to the idea that risk management process is available to owner. This may not be suitable in some situations where the asymmetric information among the members of VE is possible. Second, the study can be extended to other types of model configuration, such as multiple partners and also different types of coordination: rebate, profit sharing, or other incentive schemes. This would make the study more realistic and cover wider perspectives.
